Recently, the need for multimedia devices, such as mobile phones, digital TV, PMP, digital camcorders, digital cameras has increased. These devices provide various services for multimedia file manipulation, allowing multimedia contents playback, multimedia file editing, etc. Additionally, digital TV provides a recorded multimedia file copy to a portable USB disk. However, Linux Ext3 file system, as employed by these devices, has a lot of drawbacks, as it required a considerable amount of time and disk I/Os to store large-size edited multimedia files, and it is hard to access for typical PC users. Therefore, in this paper a design and implementation of an amortized Ext3 with FWAE (Fast Writing-After-Editing) for WinXP-based multimedia applications is described. The FWAE is a fast and efficient multimedia file editing/storing technique for the Ext3 that exploits inode block pointer re-setting and shared data blocks by simply modifying metadata information. Individual experiments in this research show that the amortized Ext3 with FWAE for WinXP not only dramatically improves written performance of the Ext3 by 16 times on average with various types of edited multimedia files but also notably reduces the amount of consumed disk space through data block sharing. Also, it provides ease and comfort to use for typical PC users unfamiliar with Linux OS.
Introduction
Recently, demand for high-performance multimedia devices has been ever-growing, as the quality of multimedia contents has continuously increased. For example, recoding a multimedia content of higher quality consumes more disk capacity, implying a bigger file size [1] . Recently, digital TV and digital camcorders have begun to provide highdefinition (HD) and Full HD images in real time. Normal digital TV sets provide 720 x 480 resolutions, whereas the full HD digital TV sets support 1920 x 1080 resolutions. Simple calculation reveals that a full HD multimedia content consumes 9 Gbytes of storage capacity every hour [2] , [3] , when a multimedia device records the content.
Typical multimedia devices are equipped with a microcontroller including a high-performance decoding engine, high-quality multimedia input/output devices, and data storage devices. With the persistent advance in hard disk tech-nologies, the hard disk has currently become more commonplace, as compared with the flash memory, because of its cost-effectiveness; that is, the hard disk-based storage devices are being widely used for various multimedia devices from PVR to digital camcorders, portable media players, and digital TV sets [4] , [5] .
Multimedia devices, such as digital TV sets and PVR [6] devices employ the Linux Ext3 file system [7] - [9] on top of the hard disk-based storage devices. Note that the Ext3 has been a default file system in the Linux kernel because of its useful features including journaling for fast recovery, large-scale file size support, etc. In addition, the Linux Ext3 is under GPL license, implying that all the underlying source codes can be used, freely modified, and redistributed by anyone [10] .
Recently, digital TV sets have provided a file copy function that recorded a multimedia file copy to a portable storage device through USB interface, in order to allow users to play multimedia files in other multimedia devices such as the PC and other kinds of digital TV. However, it has a drawback that users do not watch multimedia files copied from digital TV in the PC. Because the OS is different between the PC and the digital TV, also the file system is different between the PC and the portable storage device. Note that the portable storage device should be formatted as an Ext3 file system to be able to copy multimedia files from digital TV because the most of digital TV sets employ the Linux Ext3 file system [11] . Therefore, a PC-employing Windows OS is not able to read the portable storage device. It is read in a PC-employing Linux OS, but typical PC users are not familiar with Linux OS. To manipulate the storage device-copied multimedia file from digital TV in a Windows OS familiar with typical PC users, a specific type of software is needed.
Sometimes, users of multimedia devices would like to edit recorded multimedia contents stored in their storage devices, in order to reserve more storage space or to meet certain types of their individual preferences. Note that, in this paper the editing means only deleting the portion of multimedia contents. For example, the editing function provides users to edit recorded streams to remove advertisement and uninterested portions. A typical sequence of editing multimedia contents includes the following three steps: 1) marking a set of removing parts, 2) deciding whether to store the edited contents as a new file or to overwrite them onto the original file, and 3) storing the edited contents sequentially while skipping the removed parts. Specifically, let the last Copyright c 2011 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers Fig. 1 Measurement of the required times to write an edited multimedia file with increase of a file size in a commercial PVR software, where an external USB HDD formatted with the Ext3 file system is used to store recorded/edited multimedia files.
step be defined as Writing-After-Editing (shortly WAE).
It has been known that the time required to complete the WAE operation becomes considerably high, in relation to how much the multimedia file (contents) size increases [12] . To prove this, a series of preliminary experiments are conducted to measure the performance of the WAE operation by using commercial PVR software [13] , which runs on top of a Windows PC and uses an external USB HDD formatted with the Ext3 to contain multimedia files recorded in a digital TV set. Figure 1 shows the required time for the WAE operation with increase of the edited multimedia file size. Note that, for the WAE operation, the conventional Ext3 initially reads all the edited data into the main memory sequentially and subsequently writes the data into the disk. Surprisingly, it is observed that the WAE operation with an edited multimedia file of 8 GB size takes more than 800 seconds (13 minutes).
In this paper, design and implementation of an amortized Ext3 with FWAE technique is described for large-size edited multimedia files for a WinXP-based computer. It runs on a Windows XP user level because PC users can easily use it and gain access to it. In order to dramatically reduce the required time for the operation, the FWAE technique is described. It re-arranges the block pointers of an inode and makes the data block shared by as many files as needed, saving the required disk space. That is, FWAE technique does not modify data of file, but modifies metadata of file. And it creates new metadata called MSDB that manages shared data blocks among files. In this paper, we only deal with large sized multimedia files such as video files, not audio files.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the related work and background for the proposed file system. In Sect. 3, the proposed file system design is described. In Sect. 4, the procedure of FWAE API and internal implementation are described. Subsequently, Sect. 5 compares the proposed file system with the conventional Linux Ext3 using various performance metrics. Finally, this paper concludes with Sect. 6.
Related Work and Background
In a storage area network where many physical storage devices are connected with each other over fiber channels or IP networks, a global file system (GFS) [14] and SANtopia [15] enable data blocks to be properly shared by different server systems. The core mission of those file systems is to efficiently guarantee data integrity while allowing different server systems to concurrently access the shared data blocks. Note that the GFS provides a device-level lock mechanism for the data integrity.
We describe problems of conventional file system such as Ext3 file system, NTFS [16] and FAT [17] when largesized file are edited and rewritten. These file systems initially read all the edited data into the main memory sequentially and subsequently write the data into the disk. In this case, not only modified part is rewritten but also the unmodified part. The conventional file editing method is suitable for small-sized files in terms of algorithm simplicity, but it requires too much time and disk bandwidth for large-sized files.
In contrast to the Ext3 that uses a constant-sized (4 KB) data block, some file systems, such as a VBS file system [18] , support the use of variable-sized data blocks. The VBS file system rewrites only modified data blocks when edited. As a result, if a user wishes to delete unnecessary parts from a file, they need only to change a block size. However, maintaining a variety of different-sized data blocks in a single file system is complicated. In XPRESS (eXtendible Portable Reliable Embedded Storage System) [19] , the file system metadata, such as inodes, directories, and free space information, is handled by a transactional database that guarantees metadata consistency against various kinds of system failures. The XPRESS defines five databases to store the file system metadata: superblock DB, directory DB, inode DB, free space DB, and extents DB. The extents DB maps a given file offset into an actual blocks address. Therefore, it is possible for the XPRESS to implement fast WAE by simply modifying the mapping table inside the extent DB. However, a critical problem of this approach is that the disk-free space does not increase accordingly even if the unnecessary data were removed from the original file.
A typical disk layout of the Ext3 encompasses a boot sector and a set of block groups. Each block group consists of a superblock, a group descriptor table, block bitmap, inode bitmap, an inode table, and file data blocks. Figure 2 shows the disk layout and the block group layout of the Ext3. Note that a group descriptor table contains a list of group descriptors. Each group descriptor of 32-byte size includes a starting block address of block bitmap, a starting block address of inode bitmap, a starting block address of the inode table, a free block count, a free inode count, etc. Each block group maintains its own block bitmap and inode bitmap, where each bitmap occupies a single data block. Note that the size of data block is normally 4 KB in the Ext3. Each bit of the bitmap represents whether or not the corresponding data block or inode is used.
The Ext3 represents each file or directory as an inode (also known as metadata). Each inode is assigned with a unique ID starting with 1. Inodes are stored in the inode table in a block group. Given an inode number (inode num), the block group number (block group num) can be easily identified in which the inode positions itself as follows: block group num = (inode num − 1) / inodes per group, where inodes per group represents the number of inodes in a single block group. As shown in Fig. 3 , each inode maintains a list of inode block pointers (shortly IBP), which are represented from i block[0] through i block [14] . The first twelve fields (i block[0] through i block [11] ) directly point to the data blocks, while the other three fields (i block [12] through i block [14] ) indirectly point to the data blocks. Figure 4 shows the overall architecture of the proposed file system, which adds to the amortized Ext3 an engine for fast writing after editing a multimedia file (briefly FWAE engine) and a new API for the engine (shortly FWAE API). The amortized Ext3 is implemented in Window XP user level based on Ext2Read [20] open source. It provides the file read/write function like the Linux Ext3. The amortized Ext3 file system APIs will be described in detail in the following subsections.
The Proposed File System

The Overall Architecture
The key of the FWAE engine is to modify associated metadata and shared information, instead of copying data blocks from the original file to the edited one. To enable this, the FWAE engine encompasses two global data structures to maintain the shared information which are a shared block map and a shared block map pointer. It also contains two modules to manipulate the global data structures which are the IBPS (IBP setting) module and the MSDB (management for shared data block) module. The IBPS module re-arranges the order of data blocks for the edited multimedia file by simply modifying inode block pointers of an associate inode. In addition, the MSDB module is responsible for maintaining data block sharing between the original (multimedia) file and the edited (multimedia) file. The subsequent subsections will provide detailed descriptions on each module.
Amortized Ext3
File System API First, the amortized Ext3 file system provides a set of file I/O functions that include auto mount, file read, file write and file delete. To store the edited contents as a new file or to overwrite them onto the original file, it is necessary to use the file write and file delete functions. Ext2fds support file write and file delete function. However, we do not use Ext2fds because of compatibility of our previous research [24] . The amortized Ext3 file system API allows user-level multimedia applications to exploit file I/O, such as file read, file write and file delete. First, file read API provides to read assigned-sized file data from the designated file offset in the file: int AExt3 read(unsigned int ino, long long offset, void *buffer, int buf size). The ino represents a file's inode number wanted to read, and offset represents start position wanted to read in the file. The "buffer" functions to store read data. The buf size represents size (bytes) of read data. Second, file write API provides to write assigned-sized file data to the designated file offset in the file: AExt3 write(unsigned int ino, long long offset, void *buffer, int buf size). Finally, file delete API provides to delete file: int AExt3 delete(unsigned int ino).
FWAE API Design
The FWAE API (function call) allows user-level multimedia applications to exploit the fast write feature combined the amortized Ext3 with FWAE Engine, in order to speed up the writing process after editing a large-size multimedia file. It can be provided as one of several user-level (external) API calls; i.e.
, int fwae(char[] src path, char[] dest path, struct EDIT INFO *edit info, int mode).
The src path represents an original file full path, and the ino dest represents a newly created file full path. The "edit info" encompasses a set of editing segments, each of which corresponds to a consecutive data region. Note that an editing segment is represented with a pair of an offset and a size, as shown in Fig. 5 . The mode represents one of these two writing modes: 1) writing the edited contents into the original file (overwrite mode), and 2) writing the edited contents into a new file (a new file mode). In addition, the existing file delete API should be modified accordingly, so that the data block sharing can be handled in a proper way.
MSDB (Management for Shared Data Block) Metadata
The FWAE engine requires extra metadata to maintain the For each data block, the SBM maintains the number of files that share an associated data block. A 1-byte field is allocated to each data block in order to retain the number of data block sharing. Recall that the block bitmap in the Ext3 keeps the information of data block usages in a block group, and it occupies a single data block where a single bit can be used to inform the usage of a data block. Since each byte of the SBM is associated with each bit of the block bitmap, the SBM consumes eight data blocks. The SBMP contains a data block address of each of the SBMs. Note that the i reserved [1] field of an inode of the shared file points to the block address of the SBMP.
The EFM encompasses the number of files that share data blocks with each other. The number of the shared files is stored in the first four bytes. The EFM keeps a list of the associate inode numbers. It also maintains a list of block groups (actually their numbers), where data blocks of the original file reside. Recall that each block group has its own block bitmap of a single data block. The data block address of the EFM is stored i reserved[0] field in inode of shared files. Additionally, a SBM of eight data blocks was also introduced. As shown in Fig. 6 , an associate SBM can be accessed from the block group number in the EFM through the SBMP information. To access an associate 1-byte field in SBM, it calculates the location of a 1-byte field in SBM based on data block address. This procedure is similar to the procedure of the accessing a 1-bit-value in the Ext3 block bitmap except that a block bitmap is represented SBMs of eight data blocks. Note that such FWAE operations will be mainly handled by the IBP setting procedure in the IBPS module. When an FWAE operation with the new file mode is called, the file state is changed to the State 2 from the State 1. This transition requires the creation of the shared information (create MSDB) and the initialization for the data block sharing properly (manage MSDB(SHARE)). As long as the FWAE operations with the new file mode are called repeatedly, the file state remains at the State 2 with the creation of the inode metadata for the new file. When the FWAE operation with the overwrite mode is called at the State 2 (data sharing mode), the IBP setting procedure additionally needs to modify the shared information as well (manage MSDB(UPDATE)). Finally, the file delete operation for the shared file requires to modify the shared information accordingly (manage MSDB(UNSHARED)). When no shared files exist, the file state is changed into the State 1 from the State 2 by removing the shared information (delete MSDB). More detailed descriptions on each procedure will be given in next sections.
FWAE API Use Case and Procedures
FWAE API Use Case
FWAE API Procedure and Internal Implementation
As previously described, the application can exploit the proposed FWAE operations through the user-level FWAE API. Recall that the FWAE API supports two different types of operations: the overwrite mode and the new file mode. Figure 8 shows the procedure for the two operations. It receives four inputs which are the source file's full path, the destination file's full path in case of the new file mode, the edit information (edit info) including the editing segment set, and one of the two modes. To begin, we describe the FWAE operation when the edited contents are overwritten into the original file. The FWAE operation firstly translates file's full path into file's inode number from Ext3 directory entry. The Ext3 directory entry consists of the file's inode number, the file name, and the length of the file name. Therefore, it can be easily translated of the file's full path into file's inode number. Next, the FWAE operation calls the IBPS module described in Sect. 4.2.1 as soon as the FWAE API is called. In case of the new file mode, it additionally calls the manage MSDB with the SHARE mode, described in Sect. 4.2.2, to manage the shared metadata information (MSDB).
The IBP Setting (IBPS) Module
IBPS module is responsible for elaborately rearranging the contents of the i block fields of the inode structure according to the edit info information. Figure 9 shows the main procedure of the IBPS module. The procedure receives four inputs which are the source inode information (inode src) mapped into the original file, the destination inode information (inode dest) mapped into the new file in case of the new file mode, the edit information (edit info) including the editing segment set, and a writing mode. To begin, the overwrite mode requires allocation of a temporary destination inode that will be eventually copied into the source inode (lines [4] [5] [6] . The core of the procedure is to re-arrange the inode block pointer information (i block [0] through i block [14] ) of the source inode into those of the destination inode according to the information of the editing segments (lines 7-19). At this step, it re-configures the off- Fig. 9 The procedure of the IBPS module.
set of the editing segments to prevent the loss of I-picture in the GOP (Group Of Pictures). If the loss of I-picture happen, the quality of the multimedia drops because the I-picture affects both P-pictures and B-pictures in the same GOP (lines 9-10).
Next, if the original file is not shared (i reserved[0] == NULL), the IBPS module resets the block bitmap associated with data blocks of the inode src (data blocks of the inode dest) (lines [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . That is, the IBPS module de-allocates data blocks not belonging to the editing segments by updating the block bitmap associated with the data blocks. If the original file has been shared (i reserved[0] != NULL), the IBPS module calls manage MSDB(UPDATE) to manipulate data block sharing (lines 28-29). Finally, as mentioned before, the contents of the temporary inode (inode dest) are copied into the original inode (inode src). With the new file mode, the IBPS module needs to call the create MSDB procedure in order to create the MSDB metadata if MSDB metadata previously is not created (line 34).
It can be observed that the edited file will be GOP (Group Of Picture)-aligned. The GOP is a group of successive pictures within a coded video stream. Each coded video stream consists of successive GOPs. From the pictures contained in it, the visible frames are generated. By performing the GOP-aligned editing, it is possible to increase the quality of multimedia contents because the frames are not damaged. The audio signal also is not damaged because it is packed in each frame [25] . To perform the GOP-aligned editing, it is necessary to reconfigure the offsets of editing segments. From selected offset, it read disk block forward until GOP header appear. If it finds GOP header, it modifies offset and size of editing segment. If FWAE is interworking 'Avidemux' [26] that is multimedia player supporting GOPaligned file editing function, GOP-aligned editing does not need because Avidemux delivers the reconfigured offset to FWAE APIs. Figure 10 shows an illustrative example of the operation of the IBPS module, where data 13∼n have been removed from the original file. Recall that the inode maintains 12 direct block information and 3 indirect block information including indirect, double indirect, and triple indirect mapping. From this example, we can expect that the IBPS module will provide a FWAE operation by avoiding physical data copies from/to disks.
The MSDB (Management for Shared Data Block) Module
In this section, detailed descriptions will be given on when the metadata will be created and deleted, and how the contents of the metadata will be changed. The main task of the MSDB module is to create and properly manage the MSDB metadata. Figure 11 shows the procedure of creating the MSDB metadata. The three metadata data structures are created only when the edited contents of the original file are saved as a new file (the new file mode). First, the MSDB module allocates data blocks for the EFM and fills the EFM with the values of the number of shared files and inode number of the shared files (lines 3-7). Second, it scans all of the data blocks in the original file (inode src) to register their associate group numbers to the EFM (lines 9-12). In addition, the block bitmap information in each block group is converted and stored into the SBM (line [17] [18] . Note that the number of data blocks for the SBM is the number of groups * 8 data blocks. Finally, the block addresses of the SBM and the EFM are respectively stored in i reserved [0] and i reserved [1] of the inode src and the inode dest (lines [21] [22] [23] [24] . Note that, i reserved [0] [1] [2] field is originally designed to store specific operating system information. However, it is not used for any purpose. Therefore, our proposed technique used this field to store block addresses of SBM and the EFM. Figure 12 shows the procedure of deleting the MSDB metadata. The three metadata data structures are deleted when data blocks are no longer shared. The procedure of deleting the MSDB metadata is performed during a file deleting operation. First, it reads the EFM information associated with the deleting file (line 3). Note that the EFM keeps a list of inode numbers associated with the data sharing. Accordingly, it reads the information of the remaining inode that has been involved in the data sharing (lines 5-6). Next, it deallocates the MSDB metadata (lines 7-9). Finally, it puts NULL values in the i reserved [0] field and the i reserved [1] of the remaining inode, because the MSDB metadata is deleted (lines 10-11). Figure 13 shows the procedure of managing the MSDB metadata. The procedure receives three inputs which are the source inode information (inode src), the destination inode information (inode dest) and the m mode. The m mode is represented as one of three managing modes: 1) managing the MSDB metadata when edited contents are stored as a new file (SHARE mode), 2) managing the MSDB metadata when one of the shared files is deleted (UNSHARED mode) and 3) managing the MSDB metadata when the edited contents are overwritten into one of the shared files (UPDATE mode). The inode dest is inode information of the new file in case of the SHARE mode, it is NULL in case of the UN-SHARED mode, and it is a temporary inode that has been created by the IBPS module in case of the UPDATE mode.
First, the procedure of managing the MSDB metadata is described in case of the SHARE mode. It reads the EFM and the SBMP associated with the original file and increases the number of the shared files field in the EFM (lines 3-4 and 6). Also, it adds the inode number of the new file into the list of inode numbers field in the EFM (lines 7-8). Next, the procedure finds the proper 1-byte value that is associated with the data blocks of the inode dest in the SBM, followed by increasing the 1-byte value associated with data blocks of the inode dest in the SBM (lines 9-24). To find a proper 1-byte value associated with given data blocks, the procedure finds out a group number for the data blocks and locates the position of the group number in the list of block group numbers field within the EFM. For the position, the block address of the SBM pointed out by the SBMP is known, because a block address of the SBM associated with the group number is sequentially placed in the SBMP. Finally, the procedure calculates 1-byte value location in the proper SBM. It is similar that the procedure finds out a 1-bit value in the Ext3 block bitmap except that a block bitmap is represented SBMs of eight data blocks.
Next, the procedure of managing the MSDB metadata in case of the UNSHARED mode is described. It reads the EFM and the SBMP associated with the deleting file and decreases the number of shared files field in the EFM (lines 3-4 and 26). Next, it removes the inode number of the deleting file from the list of inode numbers field in the EFM (lines [27] [28] . Then, the procedure finds the proper 1-byte value that is associated with the data blocks of the inode src in SBM and decreases the 1-byte value associated with the data blocks of the inode src in the SBM (lines 29-33). If Fig. 13 The procedure of managing the MSDB metadata 1) managing the MSDB when edited contents are stored as a new file (SHARE mode), 2) managing the MSDB when one of shared files is deleted (UNSHARED mode) and 3) managing the MSDB when the edited contents are overwritten into one of the shared files (UPDATE mode). the 1-byte value that represents the number of files sharing instances becomes zero, the procedure clears an associated bit value in the block bitmap (lines 33-37). If the number of shared files field in the EFM is equal to one (no data block sharing), it calls up the procedure of deleting the MSDB meatadata. It deletes inode and directory entry associated with inode src, because managing of the MSDB metadata (UNSHARED mode) is called when one of the shared files is deleted (lines 39-43). Otherwise, the procedure saves the modified EFM (lines 44-46).
Finally, the procedure of managing the MSDB metadata in case of the UPDATE mode is described. The procedure finds the proper 1-byte value and increases the 1-byte value associated with the data blocks of the inode dest (lines 48-52). Note that this procedure is the same as the procedure of managing the MSDB metadata in case of the SHARE mode. Then, the procedure finds the proper 1-byte value and decreases the 1 byte-value associated with the data blocks of the inode src (lines 53-58). Note that this procedure is similar to the procedure of managing the MSDB metadata in case of the UNSHARED mode except for calling the procedure of deleting the MSDB metadata.
The Modified File Delete Operation
File deletion operation considers the procedure when the shared file is deleted in the FWAE technique. Accordingly, it is necessary for the modified file deletion operation to manage MSDB metadata when the shared file is deleted. That is, the procedure of the deleting shared file is added to the procedure of the deleting file in Ext3. But user-level file deletion API does not change. Figure 14 shows the procedure of the modified file deletion. The procedure considers whether the deleting file is the shared file or not. That is because he procedure of the deleting file is different from whether the deleting file is the shared file or not. Therefore, it checks if the deleting file has already been shared by simply examining the value of i reserved [0] in the inode of the deleting file. If i reserved[0] is NULL, it deletes the relevant file using the same procedure as that of the deleting file in Ext3 (lines [3] [4] [5] . If i reserved [0] is not NULL, it calls the procedure of managing MSDB with unshared managing mode (lines 6-8).
Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance of the proposed file system (the amortized Ext3 with FWAE) is evaluated during WAE operation, as compared with the Linux Ext3 file system. On the aspect of performance, our experiments show that the read/write speed of the amortized Ext3 is 1.4 times slower than read/write speed of Ext3 is implemented in Linux OS with kernel version 2.6.18. The experimental platform consists of 1.86 GHz * 2 Intel Core 2 processor and 1 GB of main memory. The USB disk used in this experiment is FU-JITSU Calmee MOON FKL-GP3 230 GB USB disk. File editing, file deleting and disk space utilization performance are evaluated between the proposed file system (amortized Ext3 + FWAE) and Ext3. Table 2 summarizes the environ- Table 2 Environment of experiments. ment of the experiment.
Required Time Comparison When Storing Edited
Contents Figure 15 shows the results of comparison of the required times with various WAE operations for the proposed file system (Amortized Ext3 with FWAE), Amortized Ext3 (without FWAE) and the Ext3. Note that Ext3 reads edited contents into memory, and then rewrites them in disk. And WAE mechanism of amortized Ext3 is the same as that of Ext3. The proposed file system removes the deleting segments of the original file by using IBPS. The bigger the edited file size, the longer the time is required to store edited files for both the proposed file system and Ext3. But the difference between the required time in the proposed file system and the required time in Ext3 increases. The experiments for comparison of the required time are performed for various cases. The required time of the proposed file system is at average 16 times less than that of Ext3 for all cases of the WAE operations. And the required time of the proposed file system is at average 22.4 times less than that of Amortized Ext3 for all cases of the WAE operation. Note that the amortized Ext3 is 1.4 times slower than read/write speed of Ext3, because Ext3 makes better optimization of metadata caching than amortized Ext3.
First, the result of comparison of the required time is . These results are the worst cases because the time needed to create MSDB metadata is as long as the time needed to scan block bitmaps associated with data blocks of the original file. The time to create MSDB metadata is directly proportional to the original file size regardless of the edited file size. On the other hand, Ext3 saves time because it does not need to delete the original file, as in the case when the edited contents are overwritten in the original file. The required time of the proposed file system is 13 times less than that of Ext3. Figure 15 (e) and (f) shows the result of comparison of the required time, in the case when the edited contents are stored in a new file and MSDB metadata is created. In this case, the WAE performance of the proposed file system is best of all, because it does not need to create MSDB metadata or to perform file deletion operation. The required time of the proposed file system is 23 times less than that of Ext3. The reason that the proposed file system has shown dramatically good performance for the WAE operations compared with Ext3, the proposed file system modifies only metadata without data I/O from the disk when the WAE operation performs. Figure 16 shows the result of the comparison of required disk space for the proposed file system and the Ext3, when the FWAE operation with new file mode (with MSDB creation) is called. In Ext3, the edited contents are written in free disk space in case of the WAE operation with new file mode. But the proposed file system uses shared data blocks for the original file and a new file. It requires extra disk space to store MSDB metadata, but it is only 0.03% of the original file size. In the proposed file system, the more files share data block, the better is the required disk space in comparison with the required disk space in Ext3. The proportion of the required disk space for the proposed file system and the Ext3 is described as (1) .
The Comparison of the Required Disk Space
In Eq. (1), F is a set of shared files and it is represented as follow: F = { f 1, f 2, · · · , f n}, f i is the shared files. Figure 17 shows the result of the comparison of required times with the proposed file system and Ext3, when the file is deleted. In Ext3, we estimate the required time when general file deletes. In the proposed file system, we estimate the required time when the shared file deletes by using the modified file deletion operation (without deleting MSDB). The modified file deletion operation in the proposed file system is 6.5 times faster than the file deletion operation in Ext3. The reason for the performance improvement is reduced disk seek time. Ext3 reads only direct pointer blocks and indirect pointer blocks associated with the deleting file when a file is deleted. Indirect pointer blocks stored the address of data blocks are distributed in disk space. If the file is large, it takes a longer amount of time to access indirect pointer blocks, because a large file has more data blocks. But in the proposed file system, a file newly created through writing a new file FWAE operation has continuous indirect pointer blocks, because the IBPS module sequentially allocates free blocks so as to use indirect pointer blocks stored in the addresses of data blocks. Thus, even if the file size is large, the proposed file system takes less time to access indirect pointer blocks.
The Comparison of Required Time when Deleting File
The Evaluation of Drawbacks in the Proposed File System
We describe the merits of our proposed technique in the previous sections (Sect. 5.1 to Sect. 5.3). In this section, we evaluate the drawbacks caused by the file fragmentation with the running FWAE. The proposed file system provides a FWAE operation by avoiding physical data copies from/to a disk. Therefore, it is possible to edit a multimedia file fast by modifying only its metadata. But, file fragmentation occurs when a single file has been broken into multiple pieces to delete only a deleting segment in a file. While disk file systems like the Ext3 attempt to keep individual files contiguous, this is not often possible without significant performance penalties [27] . File system fragmentation increases disk head movement or seeks, which are known to hinder throughput. Thus, a file read performance is estimated when the file fragmentation occurs, and the file fragmentation is not a serious problem to playback multimedia contents. The read performance of a general continuous file (defragmentation file) is 28 MB/s. Two fragmented files are used to estimate the read performance of fragmented files: 1) 64 MB sized file consists of 250 fragmented pieces (256 KB continuous data), 2) 1 GB sized file consists of 250 fragmented pieces (4 MB continuous data). The read performance of file 1) is 13.06 MB/s, and it is 46.6% of a general file's read performance. The read performance of file 2) is 26.74 MB/s, and it is 97% of a general file's read performance. It is observed that the fragmented file having the longer continuous data (file 2) has a better read performance than the fragmented file having the shorter continuous data (file 1). Also, the multimedia files used to the proposed file system have the longer continuous data area than file 1 or file 2. Note that the multimedia files used to the proposed file system have several MB or GB continuous data, though it is different from depending on the types of file editing. Thus, the multimedia files that were edited by using the proposed file system rarely affect the read performance penalties. Also, In the worst case, though the continuous data is shorter (file 1), the read performance of the fragmented file (13.06 MB/s) satisfies the playback performance of the HD multimedia contents (2.5 MB/s). Secondly, FWAE technique has the limited number of files sharing associated data block. As it was described in Sect. 3.4, for each data block, the SBM maintains the number of files that share an associated data block. A 1-byte field is allocated to each data block in order to retain the number of data block sharing. A 1 byte field represents maximum 255. Therefore, the number of files sharing associated to a data block limits maximum 255. However, it is sufficient to retain the number of data block sharing because the case that same multimedia file edit more than 255 can rarely occur.
Third, the amortized Ext3 with FWAE does not implement file lock mechanism. If two or more applications are called FWAE API for the same file at the same time, it may occur problem. However, typical PC users do not run application such as media player at same time because its performance decreases due to frequent disk head movements. Therefore, we will implement file lock mechanism in future work.
Finally, the size of the shared file is limited to 16 GB in this version because the SBMP contains 1024 SBM block addresses and each SBM stores 4096 data blocks. Therefore, the maximum shared file size is 16 GB. However, it is possible for the SBMP to extend in the i reserved [2] field which is reserved. Then, the maximum shared file size is 32 GB.
Except the above directions, the amortized Ext3 with FWAE does not have any limitations.
Conclusion and Future Work
There is a growing user demand for multimedia devices, and such devices provide various services associated with multimedia file manipulation, including multimedia content playback, multimedia file editing, etc. Additionally, digital TV provides a recorded multimedia file copy to a portable USB disk. However, Linux Ext3 file system, as employed by these devices, has a lot of drawbacks, as it required a considerable amount of time and disk I/Os to store large-size edited multimedia files, and it is hard to access for typical PC users. In this paper, the design and implementation of an amortized Ext3 with FWAE technique is described for large-size edited multimedia files for a WinXP-based computer. It runs on a Windows XP user level because PC users can easily use it and gain access to it. These related experiments show that the proposed file system improves write performance on average by 16 times compared with Ext3 with various types of edited multimedia files and reduces consumed disk space dramatically through data block sharing. If the proposed file system is combined a multimedia application, it will be a fast and useful video editor as a Window XP user level application.
Recently, digital cameras that used a large-sized flash memory as storage devices enable users to record high quality multimedia contents. Also, a digital camera provides a file editing function. The performance problems that happen when file editing is more serious in NAND flash memory that has a low read/write bandwidth in comparison with hard disk. Currently, the research for the proposed technique applies to YAFFS [28] which only used a NAND flash file system.
